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Abstract
Energetics of an Inertia Coupled and Simple Rimless Wheel
Saloni Motichandra Vardhan
Supervising Professor: Dr. Mario W. Gomes
It has been shown by others that it is theoretically possible for a walking robot to
achieve a perfectly efficient gait. The simplest model capable of highly efficient walk-
ing motions is the Inertial Coupled Rimless (ICR) Wheel. To examine the dynamics
of the ICR wheel, two related studies were done.
To determine the lowest energy cost for the ICR wheel we examined one mech-
anism of energy loss, non-elastic deformation of the elastic elements. Quasi-static
experimental tension tests determined that the minimal energy loss for our system
was 8.4x10−4 Joules per cycle. A more realistic, high frequency test, showed that the
energy loss increased by a factor of 9.16.
The ICR wheel walks down a ramp which is assumed to be very flat. But no
surface in reality can be perfectly flat. For a more realistic study, rough terrain is
introduced to the ramp. To better understand the dynamics of the motion of the
ICR wheel, a simple rimless (SR) wheel is examined on a ramp with roughness. The
roughness of the ground is randomly generated but bounded in magnitude. The
minimum angle of inclination required for a rimless wheel to walk down both smooth
and rough ramps is determined. For the rimless wheel we examined with 5 legs, the
minimum slope required for a rough surface is 12.4% higher than that required for
a smooth surface, and for 10 legs, the minimum slope for a rough surface is 40.83%
higher than the smooth surface.
This work has formed the foundation for the design of an energy efficient walking
robot and has given insight into its behavior over rough terrain.
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θ Angle between the ramp surface and the stance leg of the simple rimless wheel
φ Angle between two legs of the simple rimless wheel
γ Angle of inclination of the slanted ground
l Length of the legs of the simple rimless wheel
g Gravity Constant
m Mass of the rimless wheel
Icm Moment of Inertia about the centre of mass of the simple rimless wheel
Io Moment of Inertia about the pivot point of the simple rimless wheel
θ˙ Angular velocity of the simple rimless wheel
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θ¨ Angular acceleration of the simple rimless wheel
Rx Reaction force component in horizontal direction
Ry Reaction force component in vertical direction
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iˆ Unit vector in the Y-direction of the Inertia coordinate frame
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xn Previous displacement of the spring and string
xn+1 New displacement of the spring and string
yn Previous load of the spring and string




Human beings walk on two limbs (bipedal) balancing their body at every step and
with a minimal amount of energy expenditure. Walking gaits of human beings are
surprisingly efficient and stable given that humans are essentially an inverted pendu-
lum. Every step in walking is achieved by moving forward the center of gravity of
the human body. Human beings maintain their balance while walking by sensing the
perturbations on their way. Human walking has been compared to a series of falls
and catches, where the falls are completely passive and require minimal amounts of
energy input. Another important factor in human walking is anticipation of future
perturbations. Every human gait can be different. Stability and energy efficiency
are important factors when it comes to walking. For stability one of the important
concepts is the Zero Moment Point. ZMP defines whether the gait of the biped is
dynamically stable or not. ZMP can only be applied to a planar contact and neither
to a point nor a line contact. To achieve a dynamically stable gait the ZMP should
lie within the boundaries of the foot. For a static body the ZMP lies on the surface
of the foot in contact with the ground. All the ground reaction force acting on the
surface of the foot is only in the upward direction its resultant will pass through a
point on the surface of the foot. The point through which this resultant passes is
3known as the zero moment point. Also since the body is static there are no frictional
forces acting on it hence the all the horizontal forces and moments are zero.
When it comes to the world of robotics many walking robots have been designed
and built by various researchers for many years now. In earlier times the walking
robots built were consuming a lot of energy to move forward. McGeer [14] [11] [13]
[12] then proposed the idea of passive dynamic walking in 1988 meaning that robots
move forward on a gentle slope without the use of any external energy or actuation
except gravity eventually settling into a steady gait which is quite comparable to
human gaits. There are various types of passive dynamic robots being built based on
this theory. I have classified the passive dynamic robots in two categories, the passive
dynamic walking bipeds and the rimless wheel. The most basic passive dynamic
walking biped consists of two legs and a point mass which represents the torso. This
biped robot is able to walk down a shallow ramp without any actuation and uses only
gravity as a source of energy. This motion is remarkably similar to a human gait.
There are many variations to this model like including knee joints. McGeer built
and successfully tested an experimental prototype with knees [11]. The other type of
passive dynamic robot which is the rimless wheel consists of a wagon wheel without
outer rim and has equally spaced out spokes which are equal in length. The end of
each spoke comes in contact with the ground. This robot just like the passive dynamic
walking biped can walk down a shallow ramp and uses only gravity as a source of
energy. My thesis is based on the rimless wheel. We have modified the rimless wheel
by adding a reaction wheel and springs to it. There are two main sources of energy
loss in the extended body rimless wheel 1) air drag affecting the reaction wheel due
its high velocity of rotation and 2) the loading and unloading of the springs and
the string. Robots and humans can be compared by their energy efficiency. Energy
efficiency can be defined by cost of transport(COT). Cost of transport is defined as
the energy used to move a unit mass by a unit distance. The COT of humans is
40.2. Our aim is to design such a model which has a COT less than that of humans.
To achieve this, the energy loss through both the sources which are the air drag
and springs and strings minimized. To calculate the energy loss through the springs
and the strings we tested the spring and the string together on an instron machine
which loaded and unloaded the spring and the string and recorded the load and
displacement data for the both conditions. Plotting both the conditions together
one can determine whether a hysteresis loop is formed. The energy loss through
the system can be determined by measuring the area under hysteresis loop. We
also build a test setup that can record the load and displacement data for loading
and unloading conditions at different frequencies to study how frequency affects the
system. Possible applications of this work are in the fields of medical rehabilitation
of gait. Many people develop inefficient walking gaits due to injury or illness. It’s
possible that this work might lead to a better understanding of human walking and
how to make it more energy efficient. The concept of this collisionless, energy efficient
walking of a rimless can be applied to bipedal robots. These bipedal robots can be
used in places where it is difficult for humans to work.
All walking devices will, by necessity, have plastic collisions between their feet
and the ground, since foot bounce is not a characteristic of walking gaits. For generic
plastic collisions, energy is not conserved, and there is an abrupt change in the system
velocities. The simplest walking robot that has ground collisions is a rimless wheel
(RW), whose dynamics have often been studied [6]. [10], the pioneer of passive dy-
namic walking, also examined the dynamics of this simple 2D rimless wheel walking
down an incline or ramp and determined how the steady-state speed of the wheel
changes as a function of parameters and ramp angle. As shown by [2], the motions of
the rimless wheel down a ramp are periodic and asymptotically stable. The dynamics
of several variants of the standard 2D rimless wheel have been studied. For example,
[9] examined a rimless wheel that had been modified to have asymmetric flat feet.
5Essentially this modification to the wheel introduces a doubling of the number of legs
with a 2-cycle periodic radial spacing. Again though, like most dynamic studies of the
rimless wheel the system is analysed for motion down smooth, non-bumpy, ramps.
One of the often stated advantages of legged locomotion is the ability to traverse
rough terrain since, unlike wheels, only intermittent ground contact is needed. In
this paper, we explore the dynamics of a 2D rimless wheel traversing a rough surface.
However, a rimless wheel on a rough surface does not have a strictly periodic motion
since the angular position of the leg at the start of the step will be different at the end
of step due to the roughness of the ground but it can have long periods of continuous
walking ([4]). In this paper, we use a randomly generated rough terrain which varies
about a mean slope angle. Some work has been done on the stability of the rimless
wheel on a rough terrain by [3]. They studied the dynamics of the simple rimless
wheel on slanted ground whose slope changes at each new impact and is determined
by randomly using a Gaussian distribution. They have pointed out that systems
with long periods of continuous walking are metastable systems as they neither fall
in the completely stable category nor in the unstable category. In our analysis the
roughness of the ground also changes randomly at each new impact but we use a
different description of ramp roughness (which leads to fundamentally different long
term system behaviour) and a uniform probability distribution for the roughness.
One of the reasons for the interest in studying a walking systems response to
foot impacts is because, for these ideal models, foot impacts are the only method for
energy loss in the system. In addition, it has been shown by [5] and [7] that even for a
system subject to plastic collisions, it is possible to carefully design a device which can
avoid this mechanism of energy loss (at least for smooth terrain). Namely, matching
the velocity of the contact point at the time of impact. Improved understanding of
the energy losses due to collisions can improve our understanding of how to design
these walking systems to be more efficient over rough terrain.
6Here we study the slope requirements of a rimless wheel on a smooth surface as
well as a rough surface. We also analyze the average number of steps a rimless wheel
can complete for a certain a slope of the slanted ground and for a given number of
legs.
1.2 Motivation
Most of the passive dynamic walking robots that have been studied are capable of
walking on a smooth surface. Not much attention has been given on the passive
dynamic robots walking on a rough terrain. This work will help in understanding the
dynamics of a rimless wheel walking down a slanted ground with rough surface and
how the dynamics will differ if the same rimless wheel is made to walk to on a slanted
ground with smooth surface. Nobody has studied how the change in the angle of
inclination of the slanted ground and roughness of the terrain affects the motion of
the rimless wheel.
1.3 Research Questions
The following questions are the main goal of this research
1) How does system parameters like number of legs and angle of inclination of
the slanted ground affects the dynamics of the rimless wheel walking down a slanted
ground with rough and smooth surface?
2) How much energy does the EBR lose when the spring plus string connection is
loaded and unloaded and does the frequency at which the spring and string connection
is loaded and unloaded affects the amount of energy lost by the EBR?
71.4 Literature Review
Robots can be classified in two types 1) Traditional Robots and 2) Passive Dynamic
Robots. Traditional robots require actuation so that it can start its motion and stay
in motion. Whereas the passive dynamic robots do not require any actuation and
are able to traverse on a slanted ground using only gravity as a source of energy.
Concentrating only on passive dynamic robots, these robots can be classified as 1)
passive dynamic walking bipeds 2) rimless wheel.
Some study has also been done on the passive dynamic robots walking down a
ramp with a rough terrain.
1.4.1 Passive Dynamic Walking Bipeds
The passive dynamic walking biped mainly consists of two legs and a point mass
representing the torso. There are many variations to the passive dynamic walking
bipeds. Tad McGeer introduced the concept of passive dynamic walking robots in
1988 and has studied various types of passive dynamic walking robots. One of his
many models, this one consists of knees. He added knees to his straight legged model
to avoid foot scuffing. His model with knees consists of a chain of four rigid links. Each
leg is divided into a thigh and shank. Thigh and shank parameters are comparable to
those of a human with 68% of the overall mass concentration at the hip [11]. Between
the thigh and the shank is the knee joint. A point mass represents the torso at the hip.
The feet are semicircular and rigidly attached to the end of the shanks. All the links
are connected by frictionless pin joints (Fig. 1.1). The knees have mechanical stops
to prevent hyper-extension. This model is constrained to move in a 2D plane. This
model has no source of energy other than a downhill slope(gravity). Here McGeer
has discussed the theoretical results, however he states that he will be completing
construction of an experimental device to validate their theoretical results.
The ultimate goal of this is to develop a model which can walk like a human with
8Figure 1.1: Walking model with two legs, two knees and a point a mass which acts as a torso taken
from [11].
a human like pair of legs and the only source of energy being the downhill slope. The
legs achieve a natural gait generated by passive interaction of gravity and inertia.
The author found out that if the limbs were given appropriate angles and speed at
the start of step (initial conditions), then the limbs would swing passively through
heel strike and the impulse generated at this point can regenerate the start of step
conditions completing a passive cycle. This model is capable of both shorter period
gaits and longer period gaits. The shorter period gaits are less stable and less efficient
[11]. Since the shorter period gaits are less efficient, they need steeper slopes for the
same forward speed when compared with the longer period gaits. To keep the knee
on the stance leg locked, the force vector from the ground on the stance foot should
always pass in front of the knee. The model is stable in long period walking and
unstable in short period walking because the eigenvalues for the iterated return map
of the periodic motion are less than unity for the long period walking cycles. Since
the stability is quantified by using the linearized stability method, the model is only
9Figure 1.2: A three link walking model with a torso, 2 legs and 2 hip springs connecting the torso
with the legs taken from [7]
stable in long period walking when the perturbations are small. Large perturbations
makes the model teeter for a few steps and then falls on its face due to toe stubbing.
Mario Gomes and Andy Ruina have studied a simplified 2D walking model con-
sisting of linked rigid bodies with no actuators [7]. The model has perfectly plastic
ground collisions, and infinite friction at ground contacts. The model consists of three
rigid bodies, two identical legs called the stance leg and a swing leg and a torso. Each
leg is connected to the torso by a common hinge and a torsional spring. These springs
are in a relaxed state when the model stands upright i.e the springs are neither in ten-
sion nor in compression. Both the springs are assumed to be identical linear torsional
springs (Fig. 1.2)
The ultimate goal of this work is to numerically find periodic collisionless motions
of the walking model. The authors here seek collisionless motion with zero energy cost
for noninfinitesimal speed walking. The equations of motion were found out using
numerical methods by finding out the roots. Each walking step was considered as a
Poincare map. When it comes to stability the authors say that it cannot be formally
stable; small perturbations can reduce energy which cannot be recovered. But the
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model could be stabilized via a controller. They found a large number of oscillations
of the upper body in each step and when tried to search for collisionless motions with
fewer ocsillations the swing foot would penetrate the ground. In order to avoid this
penetration, a relatively large angular velocity of the upper body was required and
when a nonsystematic study was done the solutions violated the ground penetration
restriction. The motions for this model are symmetric but there is a possibility
of having non-symmetric collisionless motions or even non periodic solutions. Craig
Honeycutt, John Sushko, and Kyle B. Reed developed an asymmetric passive dynamic
walking biped. This model consists of five point masses. These are, one hip mass,
two thigh masses and two shank masses. All these masses act as joints and they are
connected by massless rods. Each leg has one thigh mass, one shank mass and one
knee which is massless. The rods at the top are called the thigh links and the once
at the bottom are called shank links. This is a two dimensional model walking down
a ramp of a certain angle (Fig. 1.3). It is a step based model unlike the usual time
based models. The model does not require any actuation. The authors have described
this model as an un-actuated multipendulum system. [8]. This model demonstrates
various stable walking patterns.
The main aim of this is to better understand the dynamics behind asymmetric
gait in humans when the central nervous system is damaged. To achieve this, the
authors have used a passive dynamic walking biped. This model has two stages of
dynamics called the three link phase and the two link phase. The model starts its
motion in three link phase and continues to be in this phase until knee strike occurs.
The knee is assumed to be locked after knee strike and the model comes in two
link phase and continues to be in this phase until heel strike and again enters the
three link phase. The authors have described the dynamics of this system by using
Lagrangian Formulation for a multipendulum system. The equation below describes
the dynamics of the system using Lagrangian Formulation.
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Figure 1.3: An asymmetric passive dynamic walking model with two legs, two knees, five point
masses representing one hip mass, two thigh masses and two shank masses taken from [8].
H(q)q¨ +B(q, q˙)q˙ +G(q) = 0 (1.1)
where H is the inertia matrix, B is the velocity matrix, G is gravitational matrix This
equation is from [8]
For asymmetric gaits, the authors have changed one parameter at a time and kept
all the other parameters constant. The parameters that were changed are mass of the
thigh, mass of the shank, location of the knee, location of the thigh mass, location of
the shank mass and total length of the leg. The authors recorded the step length and
limit cycle trajectories for the first fifty steps. When the parameter was changed on
one leg four step patterns were obtained which are 1) Symmetric step pattern ideal
parameters are required. All the step lengths are equal (Fig. 1.4). 2) Leg specific
single step pattern each leg had one unique step length. This was achieved by moving
the right shank mass in the range of 0.2m to 0.36 m when measured from the end of
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Figure 1.4: Representation of the symmetric step pattern. As it can be seen from the first figure
that the step length varies for first few steps and then becomes same for both the legs. Step 1 and
Step 2 represents the step length of each leg. This figure is taken from [8].
the shank to the shank mass 3) Leg specific double step pattern each leg had two
unique step lengths and this is achieved by giving the right shank mass value ranging
from 0.032 kg to 0.05 kg . 4) Leg specific quadruple step pattern − each leg had 4
unique step lengths. This was achieved only once when the mass of the thigh was
changed to 0.474 kg.
The authors have also described the effects when one parameter was changed and
others were kept constant. When the mass of right thigh was changed it could only
be stably changed by 5% whereas the mass of shank could be stably increased by 40%
and decreased by 54%. It was also observed that the thigh mass was more sensitive
to changes than the shank mass because change in location of the shank mass gave
a larger pass than the change in location of the thigh mass. Knee can be located as
high as the thigh mass and as low as the shank mass because it has a very large pass.
The authors have also shown that by changing the location of the knee a robot can
move around corners because one leg moves slower than the other.
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Figure 1.5: A rimless wheel with asymmetric flat feet taken from [9].
1.4.2 Rimless Wheel
Another form of walking robots is the Rimless Wheel. There are many researchers like
Mario Gomes, S. Agrawal, Fumihiko Asano,Andy Ruina,Adam C Smith have studied
the rimless wheel and got successful results for stable dynamic walking of the rimless
wheel. Authors Jian Jiao, Mingguo Zhao, Chundi Mu of paper [9] have proposed a
variation in the rimless wheel model by adding asymmetric flat feet to it. According
to the authors, the flat foot at the end of the rimless wheel leg better represents the
human foot. This revised model of a rimless wheel consists of a point mass at the
hip to which are attached a number of rigid spokes. At the end of each spoke a finite
length of flat foot is provided. The flat foot can either be symmetric or asymmetric.
The authors use asymmetric flat foot which means that the heel side length is shorter
than the toe side length because it better resembles the human foot (Fig. 1.5). For
simplicity the heel side length and leg mass are neglected. This model like the human
foot has two strikes, the ’toe strike’ and the ’heel strike’ in one stride.[9]
The main purpose of this is to better understand the human flat foot. The authors
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Figure 1.6: Four phases of a step of rimless wheel with asymmetric flat feet. (a)represents the first
phase, which is the swing phase 1. In this phase the model starts to rotate with the heel as a pivot
and ends before the toe strike happens. (b)represents the second phase, the toe-strike. Here the toe
of the stance leg makes collision on the ground. (c)represents the third phase which is the swing
phase 2. Here the toe is pivot and the model rotates about it and ends before heel strike of the
swinging leg. (d)represents the last phase which is the heel strike. Here the heel of the swinging
leg makes collision with the ground and the previous swinging leg becomes the new stance leg. The
figure is take form [9].
have designed the model in such way that it has the motion of the flat foot similar to
that of the human foot. The authors have found out the equations of motion for the
model, analyzed the stability and energy efficiency and have compared the flat foot
rimless wheel model with the regular rimless wheel which has point contact with the
floor. For the equations of motion each step of the flat foot rimless wheel model can
be divided into four phases, which are swing phase 1, toe-strike, swing phase 2 and
heel-strike (Fig. 1.6).
The four equations of motion are given below.
θ¨ = sinθ (1.2)
where θ¨ is the angular acceleration and θ as seen in figure 1.5 is the anticlockwise
angle between the vertical axis and the stance leg of the asymmetric flat feet when
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(a/l)2 + 1) · cos(a) (1.4)
where θ+ts is the θ after toe strike, θ
−
ts is the θ before toe strike, a is the length of
each asymmetric flat feet and l is the length of each leg of the asymmetric flat feet
when its in the phase of toe-strike (Figure 1.6b).
θ¨ = l/
√
a2 + l2 · sin(θ + arctan(a/l)) (1.5)
This is equation of motion for the swing phase 2 (Figure 1.6c)
θ+hs = θ
−
hs + α (1.6)
where θ+hs is the θ after heel strike, θ
−
hs is the θ before heel strike and α is the angle
between two spokes of the asymmetric flat feet when its in the phase of heel-strike
(Figure 1.6d).
These equations are taken from [9].
When the authors analyzed the stability of the motion, they found out that when
the maximum absolute eigenvalue is less than one the fixed point is stable. Larger the
eigenvalues less is the stability of the fixed point. The maximum absolute eigenvalue
increases with the foot length. This shows that shorter feet are more stable. The
authors analyzed the energy efficiency using two methods 1. CoM trajectory and
collision angle method 2. speed and step length method. Both the methods prove that
the longer length feet are more energy efficient. In the first method during heel strike
the model with longer foot has less velocity redirecting angle which improves collision
whereas during toe-strike the model with longer foot has more velocity redirecting
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angle which worsens the collision. But the absolute speed during toe-strike is less than
the one during heel strike hence longer foot reduces collision and increases energy
efficiency. In the second method the authors found out that longer foot length with
same energy consumption and higher speed are more energy efficient than the one
with shorter feet. When this model is compared to the regular rimless wheel model it
has higher walking speed, higher energy efficiency but lower local stability. Another
interesting variation is the rimless wheel with telescopic legs. The authors Fumihiko
Asano and Junji Kawamoto have built a rimless wheel with telescopic legs. The
model is called the viscoelastic-legged rimless wheel with eight identical telescopic
legs. Each leg has a coil spring incorporated in it. There are silicone caps attached
at the end of each leg. The model has no actuators and is passive. Only legs 1 and 2
can expand or contract. All the other legs are locked by the stopper. The viscoelastic
elements for each leg frame are placed in the prismatic joint. This model walks down
a ramp. The experiments of passive dynamic walking on this model are done on a
treadmill. It’s a two dimensional model (Fig. 1.7).[2]
The main aim of this is to develop a mathematical model of a rimless wheel
which has viscoelastic elements in its legs and numerically analyze the fundamental
properties of the wheel. After conducting various tests the authors confirm that a
double limb support emerges when viscoelasticity in legs is used. The authors have
found out that when the next stance leg hits the ground, it does not slip or bounce
back. This proves the occurrence of inelastic collision. Also when the next stance leg
hits the ground the previous stance leg does not take off immediately. This contact
took place in single limb support. Now the contact condition changes to double limb
support. Here the model behaves as a 1 DOF system. At this point the previous leg
takes off and extends and the model enters the single limb support period.
The authors have described the passive gait of their model in five phases. These
phases are 1) Collision phase 1: here leg 1 will land on the ground. 2) Stance phase:
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Figure 1.7: The figure shows a viscoelastic legged rimless wheel taken from [2]
Figure 1.8: The figure shows a 2D view of the viscoelastic legged rimless wheel with eight legs
consisting of coil springs and viscoelastic elements on a slope of 0.3 radians taken from [2].
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Figure 1.9: The figure shows various plots of the results the authors found from the simulation they
carried out on their model. This figure is taken from [2]
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Figure 1.10: The figure shows viscoelastic legged rimless wheel with an upper body on a level ground.
This figure is taken from [2]
here the model is in double limb support period and has 1-DOF. 3) Stance phase:
here the model is in single limb support period and has 3-DOF. 4) Collision phase
2: here leg 2 extends to stopper. 5) Stance phase: leg 2 is in single limb support
period and has 2-DOF. The authors have derived the equations of motion for various
constraint conditions. When the model is in the period of double limb support the
constraint conditions are that both leg1 and leg 2 have their ends in contact with
the ground and do not slip. In this situation the model has 5-DOF, 4 holonomic
constraints and hence the general motion becomes 1-DOF.
When the simulation was carried out on a slope of 0.3 radians the authors found
out that the stance angle increases every time in the same manner, leg1 contracts on
collision with the ground and leg2 expands, as soon as the collision phase1 ends the
vertical ground reaction force shifts from previous leg to the new leg. The authors
have also discussed about effects of viscosity coefficient on the vertical ground reaction
force and the vertical height of tip of leg2. When it comes to level walking the authors
have said that viscoelastic legged rimless wheel needs more driving force than rigid
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legged rimless wheel. To account for the gravity element in the viscoelastic legged
rimless wheel walking on a level ground a heavy upper body was added to the model.
Due to this heavy upper body the ground reaction force smoothly shifts from the
previous leg to the new leg. The authors also found out that when the length of
upper body was increased the walking speed of the model also increases and it is
maximum when the upper body is perpendicular to x-axis. Stable gait could not be
generated when the length of the upper body was reduced.
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Chapter 2
Simple Rimless Wheel on Rough Terrain
In this chapter we study the effect of change in the number of legs of the simple
rimless wheel and angle of inclination of the slanted ground on the motion of the
simple rimless wheel walking down a smooth and rough slanted ground in simulation.
All the parameters for the simple rimless wheel are kept constant except the number
of legs and slope. We use MATLAB for the simulation.
2.0.3 System Model
A simple rimless wheel can be thought of as a wagon wheel without the outer rim.
The spokes are evenly spaced starting from the central hub and have equal lengths.
The feet of the simple rimless wheel are at the end of the spokes. Fig. 2.1 shows
a schematic of the simple rimless wheel on a smooth surface. The centre of mass
is located at the central hub. The motion of the simple rimless wheel is in two
dimensions. Gravity is the only source of energy used by the simple rimless wheel to
walk down a slanted ground. Perfectly plastic collisions are assumed to occur when
the foot impacts the ground. The foot, which is in contact with the ground, is called
the stance foot and the foot, which is about fall on the ground, is called the swing
foot or, after contact, the new stance foot. The transition from the old stance foot to
new stance foot is assumed to be instantaneous. The post collision angular velocity is
calculated using the fact that angular momentum is conserved at the point where the
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Figure 2.1: Rimless wheel on a slanted ground with a smooth surface
swing foot contacts the ground. The model also assumes that the stance foot does
not slip and only lifts off the ground when the swing foot strikes the ground.
The motion of the simple rimless wheel is described in two phases. The two phases
are: a) The swing phase: Here the wheel acts as a rigid-body pendulum. From the




Here ~Mq are the moments about point q.
∑
~Mq = ~rcm ×−mgjˆ (2.2)
~rcm is given by
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~rcm = −l cos (−γ + θ)ˆi+ l sin (−γ + θ)jˆ (2.3)
Therefore,
∑
~Mq = mgl cos (θ + γ)jˆ (2.4)
Now angular momentum is equal to






The initial conditions are angular position of the stance leg θ and angular velocity
θ˙. θ is fixed, since we start the system with both feet on the ground, and depends on









b) The strike phase: Here the swing foot comes in contact with the ground and it
becomes the new stance foot. Angular momentum of the system is conserved about
the impact point. The velocity after the collision is different than the velocity just
before the collision and can be determined as shown below
Angular momentum before collision is
24
Figure 2.2: Free body diagram of the simple rimless wheel on a slanted ground with a smooth surface
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Hbefore = ~rcm ×m(~v1cm) + Icmθ˙beforekˆ (2.9)
Angular momentum after collision is
Hafter = ~rcm ×m(~v2cm) + Icmθ˙afterkˆ (2.10)
~rcm is the length of the leg.
~rcm = −l cos (−γ + θ)ˆi+ l sin (−γ + θ)jˆ (2.11)
~v1cm and ~v2cm are the velocities before and after collision and are given by
~v1cm = θ˙beforekˆ × ~r1 (2.12)
~v2cm = θ˙afterkˆ × ~r2 (2.13)
~r1 and ~r2 are the vectors for the length of the old stance leg and the new stance
leg and are begin by
~r1 = l sin (−γ + θ)ˆi+ l cos (−γ + θ)jˆ (2.14)
~r2 = −l cos (−γ + θ)ˆi+ l sin (−γ + θ)jˆ (2.15)
Substituting the vectors ~r1 and ~r2 in vectors ~v1cm and ~v2cm we get
~v1cm = −θ˙beforel cos (−γ + θ)ˆi+ θ˙beforel sin (−γ + θ)jˆ (2.16)
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Table 2.1: Simple Rimless Wheel Parameters and Values
Parameters Symbol Value Units
Mass of the simple rimless wheel hub m 1.778 (kg)
Gravity g 9.81 (m/s2)
Leg Length l 0.425 (m)
Initial angular velocity of the simple rimless wheel θ˙ 10 (rad/s)
Moment of inertia about the center of mass
Icm 0.0959 (kgm/s
2)
of the simple rimless wheel
Number of legs - 5,6,7,8,9,10 -
~v2cm = −θ˙afterl sin (−γ + θ)ˆi+ θ˙afterl cos (−γ + θ)jˆ (2.17)
Now taking cross product of the vectors
~rcm×m~v1cm = 0 (2.18)
~rcm×m~v2cm = ml2θ˙afterkˆ (2.19)





Numerical solutions to these equations were determined using a 4th order RungeKutta
integration method (ODE45 in MATLAB).
Table 1 lists the system parameters used in the simulations, which corresponds to
a physical prototype for a related system.
The roughness of the terrain is generated using a pseudorandom number with a
uniform probability distribution. The roughness, shown in Fig.2.3 & Fig.2.4, (δn) is
bounded between +/− 1
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of the leg length.
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Figure 2.3: A Rimless wheel on slanted ground with a rough surface. The maximum roughness,
above or below the median slope of the ramp (indicated by the dashed line) is δ.
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Figure 2.4: Rimless wheel on a slanted ground with a rough surface. The figure above shows 3
different steps taken by the simple rimless wheel. For each step the roughness of the slanted ground
is given by q1, q2, q3. The maximum roughness above or below the slanted ground is denoted by
which for our simulation is 1/20 of the leg length.
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Note that this definition of roughness is fundamentally different from the random-
slope-at-each-step definition used by [3]. One way in which it differs is that it strictly
limits the worst-case scenarios for several steps. For example, assume the random
distribution results in several successive steps with the largest deviation the model
allows. For the model of roughness we use, the first step will be shallow (low ramp
angle), but the succeeding steps will all have the mean slope (it will just be displaced,
perpendicular to the slope, by δmax. However, if we use Byl and Tedrakes model
several successive steps with maximum deviation in ramp angle will result in several
steps with a constantly lower ramp angle than the mean.
2.0.4 Results
2.0.5 Minimum angle of inclination required by the simple rimless wheel
on a slanted ground with smooth and rough surfaces
A computer simulation was created to determine the minimum angle of inclination
(slope) required by the simple rimless wheel on a smooth surface for a given number
of legs. The minimum slope was measured through simulated trials. Note that for
a smooth surface, there is a defined minimum slope below which the simple rimless
wheel cannot sustain motion. This minimum slope depends on the number of legs of
the device but also its mass and inertia properties. The static slope curve shown in
figure2.5, is the slope on which the simple rimless wheel can walk down without any
initial angular velocity. This happens when the line of centre of gravity lies vertically
above on the stance foot. In our simulations, all the geometric and mass parameters
were kept constant except for the number of legs.
The simple rimless wheel was made to walk on a randomly generated rough terrain
on the slanted ground. Fifty trials were performed for each different slope. The range
of slopes for a given number of legs were chosen such that its least slope was the
minimum slope required by the simple rimless to walk down the smooth surface and
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the maximum of the slope range is the one on which the simple rimless wheel can
take at least 50 steps in all the 50 trials. The roughness of the terrain was maintained
between -l/20 meters to +l/20 meters. As seen in figure2.5, the simple rimless wheel
on the rough terrain requires larger slope to complete fifty steps as compared to the
simple rimless wheel on a smooth surface. The line of static slope as expected is
above all the other lines. Interestingly, the line of the minimum slope for the rough
surface crosses the line of the static slope. Also, the difference between the minimum
required slope for different number of legs, for both a smooth surface as well as a
rough surface decreases as the number of legs increases.
2.0.6 Average number of steps on a rough surface
The number of steps completed by a simple rimless wheel on a rough terrain strongly
depends on the amount of roughness and the slope of the slanted ground. The rough-
ness at every step is randomly generated and can be different at every step. Hence,
the number of steps completed for a certain number of legs and slope for every trial
may or may not be different. If the roughness is at its peak, that is, either -l/20
meters or +l/20 meters and the slope is not enough, then the simple rimless wheel
will not be able to complete a step. Figure2.6 shows that as the slope increases, the
average number of steps taken by the simple rimless wheel also increases.
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Figure 2.5: Minimum slope required for a given a number of legs to complete 50 steps on a smooth
surface as well as on a rough surface. The initial angular velocity of the simple rimless wheel was
considered to be 10rad/s. Note that the lines connecting data points can be misleading, we are not
implying that we are interested in solutions for non-integer numbers of legs, but the interpolation
lines improve the clarity of the trend.
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Figure 2.6: Relation between the average number of steps completed by a simple rimless wheel
walking a down a rough terrain for a given number of legs and slope. Fifty trials were performed for
each different slope and fifty steps for each trial. Even though the relation is not linear, a similar
pattern is followed by all the wheels of varying leg number.
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Chapter 3
Quasi-Static Tensile Testing of Springs and
Strings
The Inertial Coupled Rimless Wheel(ICR) is a modification to the simple rimless
wheel. The ICR wheel has been shown by [7] to theoretically be capable of perfectly
efficient walking gaits. These gaits require the use of perfectly elastic springs. Since
we would like to construct a physical prototype, we want to determine the energy loss
in the spring system. The ICR wheel consists of two wooden frames and an inertia
device between the two frames. The inertia device, the rimless wheel and the springs
are coupled together through strings. The main sources of energy loss through the
ICR are the air drag and the springs plus string connection. To test for energy loss
through the spring and the string we used the instron machine.
In this chapter we calculate the energy loss through four different types of strings
(kevlar, spectra, dacron and fishingline) tied to a spring by loading and unloading the
combination of each string tied to the spring in an tensile testing (instron) machine.
The loading and unloading results are collected as displacement and the load applied
to achieve that displacement.
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3.1 Apparatus Description
The tensile testing machine can be used for various applications. One of the applica-
tions is the tension test to measure the ultimate tensile strength of a material. The
Instron machine available at RIT’s Material Science Lab is Instron 1125 / MTS Sin-
tech Renew Universal Testing System. This machine consists of a stationary crosshead
and a moving crosshead. Both the cross heads have clamps attached to the material
to be tested. A load cell used to measure the load applied on the material, is attached
to the moving crosshead (Fig. 3.1). The motion of the moving cross head is controlled
by a computer. Amount of load applied on the material and the distance by which the
moving cross head is moved is recorded by the computer. We have used the Instron
1125 / MTS Sintech Renew Universal Testing System to draw a hysteresis loop and
calculate the energy loss from a spring and string connection.
3.2 Procedure
The spring and string connection is attached between the two crossheads. An alu-
minum disk of diameter 0.875 inches was placed between the clamps of the cross
heads. A loop formed from the string was wrapped around the disk. This disk was
placed between the clamps of the stationary crosshead. The lower end of the loop
was connected to one hook of the spring. The other hook of the spring was tied to
a longer string whose other end was formed into a loop and wrapped around a disk
which was placed between the clamps of the moving crosshead.
Since the aim of this test is to calculate the energy loss through spring and string
used in the extended body rimless wheel, we used the same spring as used in the ICR
wheel prototype. The spring used is a precision extension spring with hook ends.
The outer diameter of the spring is 0.5 inches, wire diameter is 0.055 inches and the
reported stiffness is 402.79 N/m.
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Figure 3.1: The Instron 1125 / MTS Sintech Renew Universal Testing System from the Material
Science laboratory.
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Four different kinds of strings were used, kevlar, spectra, dacron and fishing line.
The table 4.1 shows the properties of all the strings.
Table 3.1: String Specifications
Components Vendor Part Number Description
Kevlar McMaster Carr 8800K44
0.025 inches, 64 lb
100 yards
Spectra






Master 18 lb test, 100 yards
Fishingline
Shakespeare 18 lb test, 250 yards
Omniflex 0.018 in diameter
The spring and the string between the two crossheads, were loaded and unloaded
several times by moving the moving crosshead up and down several times to tighten
the knots of the loops. The spring is pre-stretched before every test to avoid the initial
slack. The load data was recorded for each displacement of 1 cm. The spring was
displaced (stretched) by 10 cm and was brought again to its pre-stretched position.
The same method was followed for the other three strings. The length of each string
was kept constant at 0.445 m. The total time for the loading and unloading is 45
minutes. The energy loss or the area between the loading and unloading curves is
numerically approximated using the trapezoidal rule. The trapezoidal rule shown
in Fig. 3.2 and Eqn. 4.1 is used to integrate the force (load) with respect to the






(xn+1 − xn)[f(xn) + f(xn+1)] (3.1)
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Figure 3.2: Trapezoidal rule is used to integrate the force with respect to the displacement. Here x
is the displacement and f(x) is the force. Integration of force with respect to displacement will give
the energy loss under that curve.
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Figure 3.3: Loading and unloading data for the spring. The energy loss for this quasi-static test is
-.8.87 J.
f(x) is the force exerted by the spring
x is the displacement of the spring
a, b are boundaries of x
N is the number of data points
n is the data point index
3.3 Results:
The test with only the spring in the tensile test machine shows that there is no
hysteresis loop, which means that the loading and unloading curves of the spring
overlap as shown in Fig. 3.3. This proves that there is no energy loss from spring
only when it is loaded and unloaded.
From the loading and unloading test with spring and kevlar string it can be proved
that a small hysteresis loop is formed from the kevlar as seen in Fig. 3.4. The
energy loss due to loading and unloading of the kevlar and spring combination is
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Figure 3.4: Kevlar and spring in series. The energy loss for this quasi-static test is 0.0357 J.
approximately 0.0357 J.
The next string tested was the spectra. Spectra is a slightly thicker than kevlar
and has very little stretch (Fig. 3.5). The hysteresis loop formed by the spectra and
spring connection is slightly larger than the kevlar so is the energy loss. The energy
loss from spectra is 0.0502 J which is 41% higher than kevlar.
The dacron and spring connection tests showed that the energy loss is much larger
than the kevlar and spectra. Fig. 3.6 shows the graph of dacron string’s response.
The energy loss through this setup is 0.1394 J. The energy loss is 291% and 178%
higher than kevlar and spectra respectively.
The test set up with fishing line string and spring has the most amount of energy
loss (0.2087 J) with 485% more than the kevlar, 316% more than the spectra and
50% more than the dacron (figure 3.7).
The hysteresis curves in these graphs do not close. This signifies that during
loading and unloading of the springs and strings, there must have been some amount
of plastic deformation in the string. This plastic deformation can be because the
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Figure 3.5: Spectra and spring in series. The energy loss for this quasi-static test is 0.0502 J.
Figure 3.6: Dacron and spring in series. The energy loss for this quasi-static test is 0.1394 J.
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Figure 3.7: Fishingline and spring in series. The energy loss for this quasi-static test is 0.2087 J.
chains of the strings begin to unfold, slip or slide. When the spring and string comes
back to its original length, the force applied is less than during loading. Even a for a





In springs, hysteresis can be expressed as a graph of displacement and load data of
the loading and unloading curves. From the hysteresis loop one can determine the
amount of energy loss in the system. For springs the hysteresis loop is plotted with
the displacement on the x-axis and the load on the y-axis. The energy loss through
springs is calculated by determining the area between the loading and unloading
curves.
There are various types of hysteresis models of which the Kelvin Voigt model and
the Maxwell model are the simplest ones. The Kelvin Voigt model consists of a spring
and damper connected in parallel. In the Kelvin Voigt model both the spring and
damper have the same displacement (Fig. 4.1).
The Maxwell model consists of the spring and damper connected in series. In the
Maxwell model the load is same for both the spring and damper (figure4.2).
These hysteresis models quiet often depend on frequency. Figs. 4.3 and 4.4 shows
the behaviour of kelvin voigt model with anugular velocity of 0.1 rad/sec and 0.5
rad/sec. The amplitude being the same for both 0.5 m. As the angular velocity
of the system increases, the size of the hysteresis loop also increases. The Maxwell




Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of Kelvin Voigt model
Spring
Damper
Figure 4.2: Schematic representation of Maxwell model
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Figure 4.3: Kelvin Voigt model with angular velocity of 0.1 rad/sec
increases the hysteresis loop also increases (Fig. 4.5, 4.4)
The inertia device in the ICR wheel rotates at a high frequency (1 Hz) relative
to the tensile test (0.000476 Hz). Also hysteresis is quiet often rate dependent and
hence it is becomes necessary to perform tests are high frequencies. The tensile testing
machine cannot operate at such high frequencies and hence we build a test set up
that operates at variable frequencies. We also considered using RIT’s Fatigue Tester,
but the loadcell was noy sensitive enough for the low loads we needed to measure.
4.2 Apparatus Description
We designed and built the dynamic hysteresis test bed to quantify the energy loss
(Fig. 4.7) The test bed consists of a wheel attached at one end of the test bed. The
wheel is 21.75 inches in diameter. We used the calipers to measure the diameter of
the wheel. The wheel is rigidly attached to a shaft. When the wheel is manually
turned counterclockwise the spring can be stretched and when the wheel is turned
clockwise the spring contracts. The shaft is constraint by radial ball bearing. A stop
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Figure 4.4: Kelvin Voigt model with angular velocity of 0.5 rad/sec
Figure 4.5: Maxwell model with angular velocity of 1 rad/sec
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Figure 4.6: Maxwell model with angular velocity of 10 rad/sec
is provided on the wheel to keep the string and spring in initially stretched position
when unloading them. To expand the spring by 4 inches (Approximately 10 cm), a
15 deg of wheel rotation is required.
The displacement data of the spring and string set up is collected using US Dig-
ital encoder (Appendix C) with 10,000 counts/rev. The encoder and the reader are
mounted on the shaft.
The other end of the test bed consists of a set up to attach the spring. This set up
consists of a load cell. The spring consists of two hooks on either side for connections.
One hook has a small loop of string which attaches to the load cell. The second hook
is connected to the string from the wheel. The load cell used has a maximum stated
capacity of 5 kg. The load cell records the load data when the spring and strings are
displaced. The load cell is connected to a bridge signal amplifier.
The load cell and the encoder both are connected to a microcontroller. The
microcontroller board used is an Bare bones board w/ATmega328. This board uses a
ATmega328 microcontroller. The micro controller reads analog voltage signal (input
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Figure 4.7: Dynamic Hysteresis Test Setup built with the help of Konrad Ahlin
to the microcontroller) from the bridge amplifier and provides a digital output. It
also reads the digital signal from the encoder and provides a digital output. The
output from the micro controller is in the form of A/D counts for load cell. The
micro controller is program used for data collection is given in Appendix B. The A/D
counts are directly proportional to the load applied on the load cell. A calibration
procedure, given in Appendix D and E, was used to convert this reading to an actual
load. The encoder data from the micro controller is also directly proportional to the











Figure 4.8: Schematic representation of Dynamic Hysteresis Test Setup built with the help of Konrad
Ahlin
Figure 4.9: A bridge amplifier used to amplify the signal from the loadcell. The excitation voltage
is 5V.
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Figure 4.10: Encoder assembly attached to the shaft of the wheel
Figure 4.11: A load cell attached to the dynamic hysteresis test bed
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Figure 4.12: The Bare Bones board with ATmega328 microcontroller. This board is attached
between the encoder and loadcell on a wooden support. The encoder and loadcell both are wired to
the this board. Arduino software is used to program the microcontroller.
4.3 Procedure
The fast tests were done to determine the increase energy loss due to higher frequency
loading. The slow tests were done as a check to validate our new test rig with quasi-
static tensile tests perform on the tensile testing machine (Instron).
4.4 Fast Tests
For the fast tests, the spring and the string are loaded and unloaded by manually
turning the wheel in clockwise direction for loading and counter-clockwise direction for
unloading. The frequency of rotation of the wheel is maintained at 1 Hz approximately
which is same as the frequency of rotation of the inertia device of the EBR. For
each test the string and spring are loaded and unloaded nineteen times. All the four
strings (kevlar, spectra, dacron, fishingline) with the spring follow the same procedure.
The load and displacement data is collected by the micro controller programmed in
Arduino. The hysteresis plots are created using MATLAB. All the knots are tightened
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before the tests by manually loading and unloading the spring and the string. The
spring is pre-stretched. The sampling rate is approximately 500 data points/sec.
4.5 Results
In order to calculate the energy loss through the system, we plotted the hysteresis
graphs for all the strings and the spring. One cycle means loading the spring and
the string once and unloading it to get it back to its original position. Nineteen such
cycles of loading and unloading are carried out for the fast tests. The time for each
cycle is approximately 1 rad/sec because the inertia device in the ICR wheel rotates
at this speed. As the fast tests are carried out manually, it is difficult to maintain
exact same time to finish each cycle and maintain exact same displacement. Figs.
4.13, 4.14, 4.15, 4.16 show the difference in displacement and time in each cycle for
kevlar, spectra, dacron and fishingline. The Figs. 4.21, 4.22, 4.23, 4.24 show one cycle
for each string(kevlar, spectra, dacron and fishingline) and spring. From the graphs
it can be said that spring with kevlar have the least amount of energy loss, followed
by spring and spectra then spring and fishingline and lastly spring and dacron. Note
that for the tensile test results the hierarchy of energy loss was the same except for
the dacron and fishingline were reversed.
Figure 4.26 shows the time taken for each cycle and the energy loss of each cycle.
The data points are all distributed randomly in one area which means that this
random distribution is due to the noise in the loadcell. The fig 4.25 shows how the
energy loss varies for all cycles of the four strings connected to the spring. The dacron
has the highest energy loss and kevlar has the lowest energy loss.
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Figure 4.13: Variation in time and displacement and time for kevlar
Figure 4.14: Variation in time and displacement and time for spectra
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Figure 4.15: Variation in time and displacement and time for dacron
Figure 4.16: Variation in time and displacement and time for fishingline
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Figure 4.17: The figure shows a graph of all the nineteen hysteresis loop of the kevlar string loaded
and unloaded along with the spring
Figure 4.18: The figure shows a graph of all the nineteen hysteresis loop of the spectra string loaded
and unloaded along with the spring
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Figure 4.19: The figure shows a graph of all the nineteen hysteresis loop of the dacron string loaded
and unloaded along with the spring
Figure 4.20: The figure shows a graph of all the nineteen hysteresis loop of the fishingline string
loaded and unloaded along with the spring
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Figure 4.21: The figure shows a graph of a single hysteresis loop of the kevlar string tied to a spring
Figure 4.22: The figure shows a graph of a single hysteresis loop of the spectra string tied to a spring
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Figure 4.23: The figure shows a graph of a single hysteresis loop of the dacron string tied to a spring
Figure 4.24: The figure shows a graph of a single hysteresis loop of the fishingline string tied to a
spring
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Figure 4.25: Energy loss from each cycle for all the four strings and the spring. The energy loss
for the kevlar, and for spectra cover the nearly the same area whereas the dacron has more energy
loss than all the strings. Also the fishingline has energy loss higher than the kevlar and spectra but
lower than the dacron.
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Figure 4.26: The time to complete each cycle and that the energy loss varies with time for all the




We analysed the motion of the simple rimless wheel walking down a slanted ground
with both, a smooth surface and a rough surface. The roughness of the ground is
generated randomly. The equations of motion for the rimless wheel on both the rough
surface and smooth surface are the same. The minimum slope required for the rimless
wheel to complete 50 steps is more when the surface is rough then when the surface
is smooth. The minimum slope required by a five legged rimless wheel on a rough
surface is 12.4% higher than the slope required on a smooth surface. The difference in
percentage of minimum slope, on a rough surface and on a smooth surface, increases
as the number of legs increases. For a ten legged rimless wheel the difference is about
41%. It was found that the number of steps a rimless wheel can take on a rough
surface highly depends on the slope and roughness of the slanted ground.
The spring with kevlar string has the least amount of energy loss. Next comes the
spring with the spectra with 41% more energy loss as compared to the kevlar followed
by the spring and dacron with 291% of more energy loss as compred to the spring and
kevlar and lastly the spring and the fishingline string with maximum energy loss. It
loses 485% of more energy loss than spring and kevlar connected together. The kevlar
string proves to be a more suitable string that can be used along with the spring for
the extended body rimless wheel due to its high stiffness and small hysteresis and
hence low energy.
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When dynamic hysteresis fast and slow tests are compared, the results show that
the energy loss is higher at higher frequencies for all the strings. From the nineteen
cycles of the fast tests the average energy loss for kevlar is 0.0072J. The average energy
loss for all the nineteen cycles of spectra is 0.019J. For dacron the average energy loss
is 0.107J. The average energy loss from fishingline is 0.0445J and is lower than the
dacron. But for the quasi-static tensile tests performed on the Instron Machine, the
energy loss for the dacron is less than the fishingline. From all the tests, the string
with lowest energy loss is kevlar.
Apart from the springs and strings, there are other forms of energy loss in the
ICR like air drag which accounts for 30% [1] of the energy loss of the system. The
ICR wheel has a cost of transport (COT) of 0.22, which means the ICR wheel can
consume only 2.24J of energy. After considering the energy loss through the air drag,
the energy loss from spring and string should be as low as possible. Also the ICR
has 4 strings and springs. Hence the energy loss per cycle for all the four springs is
the current energy loss times four. The kevlar string has the lowest energy loss which
is 0.0069J. With four springs and the strings the energy loss becomes 0.0276J which
accounts for 1.23% of the total energy consumed by the ICR for a COT of 0.22. If
other strings are used, the energy loss through the system will increase.
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Appendix A
Dynamic Hysteresis Slow Tests
A.1 Introduction
In order to validate our results from the quasi-static tensile tests, we performed some
tests on the dynamic hysteresis test bed where the spring and the string are loaded
and unloaded at the frequency close to the frequency of the tensile test performed on
the Instron 1125 / MTS Sintech Renew Universal Testing System.
A.2 Slow Tests Procedure
The slow tests are carried out in such way that the time taken to load and unload
the spring and string is similar to the time taken by the instron machine to load and
unload the spring and the string.To achieve this a small variable speed motor gear
box is used. The motor gear box is mounted on the dynamic hysteresis test bed.
The shaft of the motor gear box is supported by two wooden blocks to prevent it
from shearing due to excessive load. One end of a string is attached to the top of the
wheel and the other end is wrapped around the shaft. Another string is used which
is connected to the wheel and the spring. The speed of the motor gear box can be
changed by varying the voltage. By reversing the direction of the flow of current, the
switch from loading to unloading is done. The suitable voltage for our tests is 0.7
volts. All the four strings with the springs are tested using the same process. All the
knots are tightened before the tests by manually loading and unloading the spring
and the string. The spring is pre-stretched.
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Figure A.1: Kevlar data for a low frequency test on the dynamic hysteresis test bed.
A.3 Results
For the slow test, the time taken for one cycle is similar to the time taken by the
instron test for one cycle. The instron tests take approximately 45 minutes for one
cycle. The dynamic hysteresis test bed uses a motor to load and unload the spring
and the string at a consistent and slow rate. By trial and error the voltage for the gear
motor is set at 0.7 volts. For these tests the spring and string are first loaded then
unloaded and the loaded again to understand where the hysteresis loop ends as just
loading and unloading keeps doesn’t close the hysteresis loop. This is an important
step especially for the fishingline and dacron strings because these strings along with
the spring have more energy loss as compared to kevlar and spectra. Again from the
graphs A.1, A.2, A.3, A.4 it can be seen that kevlar has the least energy loss followed
by spectra, after which is fishingline and finally the dacron. The noisy data from the
load cell is cleaned up in MATLAB by interpolation to get a more accurate result.
The figure A.5 shows the noise distribution of the load cell. The histogram of the
noise distribution is very similar to the gaussian distribution.
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Figure A.2: Spectra data for a low frequency test on the dynamic hysteresis test bed.
Figure A.3: Dacron data for a low frequency test on the dynamic hysteresis test bed.
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Figure A.4: Fishingline data for a low frequency test on the dynamic hysteresis test bed.




B.1 Simple Rimless Wheel Codes on a Smooth Surface





global first i j k m g l I slope phi deg t1 stepno legs Total energy
first = 1;
m=1.778; %mass of the rimless wheel in [kg]
g=9.81; %gravity [m/s]
l=0.425; %length of 1 leg from foot to center of mass [m]
I=0.0959; %moment of inertia about center of mass [kg mˆ2]
i = [1 0 0]'; %unit vectors
j = [0 1 0]'; %unit vectors
k = [0 0 1]'; %unit vectors
t1=0; %start time [sec]
t2=1; %end time [sec]
slope = 24.53; % angle of slope [deg]
stepno = 50; %number of steps the rimless needs to take
legs = 5; %number of legs the rimless wheel has
phi deg=(360)/legs; %angle between the legs [deg]
theta deg=((180-phi deg)/2); %intial wheel angular position [deg]
theta1dot = 1; % initial angular velocity [rad/sec]
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theta0=[theta deg*pi/180; theta1dot] %initial condition angle between the leg and the ground









%integrate forward in time to till foot hits the ground
[time,theta,te,ye,ie] = ode45(@rimlesswheel,linspace(t1,t2,50),theta0,options);
nt=length(time);
tout = [tout; time];
yout = [thetaout; theta];
teout = [teout; te]; % Events at tstart are never reported.
yeout = [yeout; ye];
ieout = [ieout; ie];
for jnd=1:length(time)
figure(1)
slope trial(theta(jnd,:)); %calls the file which generates the animation of the rimless wheel
end
%animate the system
%no we do the collision transitions equations to find the new ang




%This is the new angular velocity, since angular momentum is conserved
%about the colllision point and we assume that the stance foot lifts of
%the ground at the exact moment of the collision.
theta(len+1,2) = (theta(len,2)*I)/((m*l*l)+I);
%calculate the new angular position of rimless wheel since stance foot has changed.
%calcuate the new angle for the stance leg using the angle of the line
%connecting the feet.
theta(len+1,1) = theta(len,1)-phi deg*pi/180;
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%assign the new initial conditions for the next step
theta0 = [theta(len+1,1) theta(len+1,2)];
%calculate energy
energy(theta,ind,time);


























B.1.2 Equations of Motion for Simple Rimless Wheel
function dtheta = rimlesswheel(time, theta)
global m g l I slope




dtheta(2) = (-m*g*l*cos(theta(1)+slope rad))/(I+m*lˆ2);
dtheta = dtheta';
B.1.3 Events Function File for Simple Rimless Wheel on Smooth Surface
function [value,isterminal,direction] = collisiontransition(time,theta)
global phi deg l slope i j
%Event command to stop the rimless wheel right after the collision
theta1 = ((180-phi deg)/2)*pi/180; %intial wheel angular position [rad]
value = theta(1)-(pi-theta1); % I want to stop when theta(1) is equal to pi-theta naught
isterminal = 1;
direction = 0;
B.1.4 Animation file for Simple Rimless Wheel on Smooth Surface
function [] = slope smooth(theta)
%INPUTS:
% theta is the state vector
% theta(1) = angular position of the frame [rads]
% theta(2) = ang vel in [rad/sec]
global first l slope phi deg legs r oa1 i j k bump stepno
persistent line1
th deg = theta(1)*180/pi; %converting angular pos from radians to degrees
thd = theta(2);
i = [1 0 0]'; %unit vectors
j = [0 1 0]'; %unit vectors
k = [0 0 1]'; %unit vectors
e1 = -cos(slope*pi/180)*i + sin(slope*pi/180)*j; % reference frame w.r.t the slope
e2 = [-sin(slope*pi/180); -cos(slope*pi/180); 0]; % reference frame w.r.t the slope
u3 = [-cos((th deg+slope)*pi/180); sin((th deg+slope)*pi/180); 0]; % reference frame w.r.t the stance leg
u4 = [sin((th deg+slope)*pi/180); cos((th deg+slope)*pi/180); 0]; % reference frame w.r.t the stance leg
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% 'o' is the point where stance leg makes contact with the ground
% 'a' is the point where new stance leg makes contact with the ground for
% the next step
% 'p' is the point on the central hub axis
z = l*sin(phi deg*pi/180)/sin(th deg*pi/180); %step length
h = z*sin(slope*pi/180); %height of previous stance foot from the horizontal
r oa = 2*l*e1;
r po = l*u3;
r pa = r oa + r po;
% rotation matrices (CCW)
tm6 = [cos(phi deg*pi/180) -sin(phi deg*pi/180) 0; sin(phi deg*pi/180) cos(phi deg*pi/180) 0; 0 0 0];
%rotating by phi
tm5 = [cos(2*phi deg*pi/180) -sin(2*phi deg*pi/180) 0; sin(2*phi deg*pi/180) cos(2*phi deg*pi/180) 0; 0 0 0];
%rotating by 2*phi
tm4 = [cos(3*phi deg*pi/180) -sin(3*phi deg*pi/180) 0; sin(3*phi deg*pi/180) cos(3*phi deg*pi/180) 0; 0 0 0];
%rotating by 3*phi
tm3 = [cos(4*phi deg*pi/180) -sin(4*phi deg*pi/180) 0; sin(4*phi deg*pi/180) cos(4*phi deg*pi/180) 0; 0 0 0];
%rotating by 4*phi
% vectors w.r.t point 'p'
r o6p = tm6 * (-r po);
r o5p = tm5 * (-r po);
r o4p = tm4 * (-r po);
r o3p = tm3 * (-r po);
% vectors w.r.t point 'a'
r o6p1 = r o6p + r pa;
r o5p1 = r o5p + r pa;
r o4p1 = r o4p + r pa;
r o3p1 = r o3p + r pa;
% draw lines
ground=10;
if (first == 1)
line([0,-ground*cos(slope*pi/180)],[0,ground*sin(slope*pi/180)],'Color','k','linewidth',2);
%draw the ground slope line
line1(1) = line([r oa(1),r pa(1)],[r oa(2),r pa(2)],'Color','g','linewidth',3);
%draw the stance leg
line1(2) = line([r pa(1),r o6p1(1)],[r pa(2),r o6p1(2)],'Color','b','linewidth',2);
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line1(3) = line([r pa(1),r o5p1(1)],[r pa(2),r o5p1(2)],'Color','r','linewidth',2);
line1(4) = line([r pa(1),r o4p1(1)],[r pa(2),r o4p1(2)],'Color','c','linewidth',2);
line1(5) = line([r pa(1),r o3p1(1)],[r pa(2),r o3p1(2)],'color','m','linewidth',2);
first = 0;
else
set(line1(1),'x',[r oa(1), r pa(1)],'y',[r oa(2), r pa(2)],'Color','g','linewidth',3);
%draw the stance leg
set(line1(2),'x',[r pa(1),r o6p1(1)],'y',[r pa(2),r o6p1(2)],'Color','b','linewidth',2);
set(line1(3),'x',[r pa(1),r o5p1(1)],'y',[r pa(2),r o5p1(2)],'Color','r','linewidth',2);
set(line1(4),'x',[r pa(1),r o4p1(1)],'y',[r pa(2),r o4p1(2)],'Color','c','linewidth',2);
set(line1(5),'x',[r pa(1),r o3p1(1)],'y',[r pa(2),r o3p1(2)],'color','m','linewidth',2);
end
axis equal
axis([-3 2 -0.5 3]);





B.2 Simple Rimless Wheel Codes on a Rough Surface





global first i j k m g l I slope phi deg t1 stepno legs stance bump next bump theta deg theta1dot
for trial = 1:50
first = 1;
m=1.778; %mass of the rimless wheel in [kg]
g=9.81; %gravity [m/s]
l=0.425; %length of 1 leg from foot to center of mass [m]
I=0.0959; %moment of inertia about center of mass [kg mˆ2]
i = [1 0 0]'; %unit vectors
j = [0 1 0]'; %unit vectors
k = [0 0 1]'; %unit vectors
t1=0; %start time [sec]
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t2=2; %end time [sec]
slope = 20.4; % angle of slope [deg]
stepno = 50; %number of steps the rimless wheel needs to take
bump height = 1/20*l; % max height of the roughness
legs = 10; %number of legs on the rimless wheel
phi deg=(360)/legs; %angle between the legs [deg]
theta deg=((180-phi deg)/2); %intial wheel angular position [deg]
%initial conditions
theta1dot = 10; % initial angular velocity [rad/sec]
theta0=[theta deg*pi/180; theta1dot]; %angle







stance bump = 0;
for ind=1:stepno
%This is our random bump height which is +/- bump height from the
%nominal ramp surface.
next bump = bump height*((rand(1)-0.5)*2);
%next bump = -l/20
%integrate forward in time to till foot hits next bump
[time,theta,te,ye,ie] = ode45(@rimlesswheel,linspace(t1,t2,100),theta0,options);
nt=length(time);
tout = [tout; time];
yout = [yout; theta];
teout = [teout; te]; % Events at tstart are never reported.
yeout = [yeout; ye];







if abs(theta(end,1) < 0.01)
%then we stopped not because the swing foot hit the ground but
%because the stance leg is lying on the ground
number of steps taken(trial) = ind-1
break;
end
%NOW WE do the collision transitions equations to find the new ang




%This is the new angular velocity, since angular momentum is conserved
%about the colllision point and we assume that the stance foot lifts of
%the ground at the exact moment of the collision.
theta(len+1,2) = (theta(len,2)*I)/((m*l*l)+I);
%calculate the new angular position of rimless wheel since stance foot has changed.
%the angle of line connecting feet relative to the ramp surface
alpha = asin((next bump-stance bump)/z);
%calcuate the new angle for the stance leg using the angle of the line
%connecting the feet.
theta(len+1,1) = theta deg*pi/180-alpha;
%assign the new initial conditions for the next step
theta0 = [theta(len+1,1) theta(len+1,2)];
%calculate energy
energy(theta,ind,time);
%the bump heights also switch when I switch legs
stance bump = next bump;
end
% spits out the trial number
number trial1 = trial




%calculate the average number of steps taken for each slope
avg number of steps = sum(number of steps taken)/trial






















% plot the graph of number of steps vs trial number
figure(6)
plot(number trial,number of steps taken)
xlabel('trial number');
ylabel('number of steps taken')
grid;
B.2.2 Equations of Motion for Simple Rimless Wheel
function dtheta = rimlesswheel(time, theta)
global m g l I slope




dtheta(2) = (-m*g*l*cos(theta(1)+slope rad))/(I+m*lˆ2);
dtheta = dtheta';
B.2.3 Events Function File for Simple Rimless Wheel on Rough Surface
function [value,isterminal,direction] = bumpyevent(time,theta)
global phi deg r oa r oa1 l slope i j k next bump stance bump
theta1 = ((180-phi deg)/2)*pi/180; %intial wheel angular position [rad]
th = theta(1);
slope rad = slope*pi/180;
e1 = -cos(slope rad)*i + sin(slope rad)*j;
e2 = -sin(slope rad)*i - cos(slope rad)*j;
u3 = cos(th)*e1-sin(th)*e2;
u4 = sin(th)*e1 + cos(th)*e2;
% This is the location of the point on the closest point on the ramp to the
% actual stance foot location.
rq qsurf = -stance bump*e2;
rc q = l*u3;
rp c = -l*sin(phi deg*pi/180)*u4 - l*cos(phi deg*pi/180)*u3;
rp q = rc q + rp c;
rp qsurf = rq qsurf + rp q;
% height above the ramp in meters;
foot height = -dot(rp qsurf,e2); %this is negative because e2 is pointed down through the ramp.
%we want to stop the simulation when the swing foot hits the next bump or
%when the tail is through the floor (which we will say is when theta=0 when
%the stance leg is lying down on the ramp floor
value = th*(foot height - next bump);
isterminal = 1;
direction = 0;
B.2.4 Animation file for Simple Rimless Wheel on Rough Surface
function [] = slope rough(theta)
%INPUTS:
% theta is the state vector
% theta(1) = angular position of the frame [rads]
% theta(2) = ang vel in [rad/sec]
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global first l slope phi deg legs r oa1 i j k stance bump next bump
persistent line2
th rad = theta(1);
th deg = theta(1)*180/pi; %converting angular pos from radians to degrees
thd = theta(2);
slope rad = slope*pi/180;
theta deg=((180-phi deg)/2); %leg angle wrt to slope when both legs are on the ground
i = [1 0 0]'; %unit vectors
j = [0 1 0]'; %unit vectors
k = [0 0 1]'; %unit vectors
e1 = -cos(slope rad)*i + sin(slope rad)*j; %fixed reference frame aligned with slope
e2 = -sin(slope rad)*i - cos(slope rad)*j;
u3 = cos(th rad)*e1 - sin(th rad)*e2; %moving reference frame aligned with stance leg
u4 = sin(th rad)*e1 + cos(th rad)*e2;
% position vectors of points on the frame with respect to center point or
% other points on frame.
% q is stance foot
% p's are other feet
% c is center point
rc q = l*u3;
rp c = -l*sin(phi deg*pi/180)*u4 - l*cos(phi deg*pi/180)*u3;
rp1 c = -l*sin(2*phi deg*pi/180)*u4 - l*cos(2*phi deg*pi/180)*u3;
rp2 c = -l*sin(3*phi deg*pi/180)*u4 - l*cos(3*phi deg*pi/180)*u3;
rp3 c = -l*sin(4*phi deg*pi/180)*u4 - l*cos(4*phi deg*pi/180)*u3;
rp4 c = -l*sin(5*phi deg*pi/180)*u4 - l*cos(5*phi deg*pi/180)*u3;
rp5 c = -l*sin(6*phi deg*pi/180)*u4 - l*cos(6*phi deg*pi/180)*u3;
%r pa = r oa + rc q;
% distance between two feet on the rimless wheel
z = l*sin(phi deg*pi/180)/sin(theta deg*pi/180);
%location of stance foot
rq o = z*e1 - stance bump*e2;
%position vectors of feet with respect to stance foot 'q'
rc o = rq o + rc q;
rp o = rc o + rp c;
rp1 o = rc o + rp1 c;
rp2 o = rc o + rp2 c;
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rp3 o = rc o + rp3 c;
rp4 o = rc o + rp4 c;
rp5 o = rc o + rp5 c;
%length of ramp in meters
ground=10; %[m]
if (first == 1)
% draw the fixed ram line
line([0,-ground*cos(slope*pi/180)],[0,ground*sin(slope*pi/180)],'Color','k','linewidth',2);
%draw the ground slope line
%draw all the legs
line2(1) = line([rq o(1),rc o(1)],[rq o(2),rc o(2)],'Color','k','linewidth',2); %draw the stance leg
line2(2) = line([rc o(1),rp o(1)],[rc o(2),rp o(2)],'Color','g','linewidth',2);
line2(3) = line([rc o(1),rp1 o(1)],[rc o(2),rp1 o(2)],'Color','b','linewidth',2);
line2(4) = line([rc o(1),rp2 o(1)],[rc o(2),rp2 o(2)],'Color','y','linewidth',2);
line2(5) = line([rc o(1),rp3 o(1)],[rc o(2),rp3 o(2)],'Color','r','linewidth',2);
line2(6) = line([rc o(1),rp4 o(1)],[rc o(2),rp4 o(2)],'Color','r','linewidth',2);
line2(7) = line([rc o(1),rp5 o(1)],[rc o(2),rp5 o(2)],'Color','r','linewidth',2);
first = 0;
else
set(line2(1),'x',[rq o(1),rc o(1)],'y',[rq o(2),rc o(2)],'Color','k','linewidth',2);
%draw the new stance leg
set(line2(2),'x',[rc o(1),rp o(1)],'y',[rc o(2),rp o(2)],'Color','g','linewidth',2);
set(line2(3),'x',[rc o(1),rp1 o(1)],'y',[rc o(2),rp1 o(2)],'Color','b','linewidth',2);
set(line2(4),'x',[rc o(1),rp2 o(1)],'y',[rc o(2),rp2 o(2)],'Color','y','linewidth',2);
set(line2(5),'x',[rc o(1),rp3 o(1)],'y',[rc o(2),rp3 o(2)],'Color','r','linewidth',2);
set(line2(6),'x',[rc o(1),rp4 o(1)],'y',[rc o(2),rp4 o(2)],'Color','r','linewidth',2);
set(line2(7),'x',[rc o(1),rp5 o(1)],'y',[rc o(2),rp5 o(2)],'Color','r','linewidth',2);
end
axis equal
axis([-3 2 -0.5 3]);
drawnow;
B.3 Quasi-Static Tensile Test Codes
B.3.1 Read Data and Energy Loss Calculation






data kevlar long = xlsread('instron kevlar april7 data1.xls'); %read data
displace kevlar long = data kevlar long(:,2); %displacement in meters
load kevlar long = data kevlar long(:,3); %load in newtons





data spectra long = xlsread('instron spectra april7 data1.xls'); %read data
displace spectra long = data spectra long(:,2); %displacement in meters
load spectra long = data spectra long(:,3); %load in newtons





data dacron long = xlsread('april7 dacron slow data1 new.xlsx'); %read data
displace dacron long = data dacron long(:,2); %displacement in meters
load dacron long = data dacron long(:,3); %load in newtons





data fishingline long = xlsread('instron april9 fishingline data1.xls'); %read data
displace fishingline long = data fishingline long(:,2); %displacement in meters
load fishingline long = data fishingline long(:,3); %load in newtons




%plot kevlar displacement and load
figure;
plot(displace kevlar long,load kevlar long,'-ok','linewidth',1.5)
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%plot spectra results displacement and load
figure;
plot(displace spectra long,load spectra long,'-ok','linewidth',1.5)









%plot dacron results displacement and load
figure;
plot(displace dacron long,load dacron long,'-ok','linewidth',1.5)










%plot fishingline results displacement and load
figure;
plot(displace fishingline long,load fishingline long,'-ok','linewidth',1.5)










B.4 Dynamic Hysteresis Slow Test Codes
B.4.1 Read Data and Energy Loss Calculation





% fishingline slow 3/19/2014
datafile = 'june30 fishingline slow load unload load data1.txt' % read data file. change according to the string
data12 = load(datafile);
time12 = data12(:,1); %time in mSec
displace12 = data12(:,3); %displacement in counts
load12 = data12(:,2); %load in A/d counts
% average load cell values that occur at the same displacement
current disp = displace12(1);
curr sum = 0;
curr total = 0;
j=1;
for (i=1:length(displace12))
if (displace12 (i) == current disp) %compare current diplacement with previous diplacement
curr sum = curr sum + load12(i); % add up all loads
curr total = curr total +1; %count how many load I added up
else % now the diplacement has changed so I need to calculate the average and store the new diplacement
new disp(j) = displace12(i-1);
new load(j) = curr sum/curr total;
j = j+1;
current disp = displace12(i);
curr sum = load12(i);





delta t = (time12(end)-time12(1))/1000; %test time in sec
displace12 m = displace12*0.0002 + 0.0002; %displacement in meters
load12 N = (load12 * 0.1638)- 15.27; % load in newtons
% calibration of new displacement and load data
new disp val = new disp*0.0002 + 0.0002;
new load val = (new load * 0.1638)- 15.27;
















% calculate energy loss
energy loss = trapz(displace12 m,load12 N) % raw data energy loss
new eng loss = trapz(new disp val,new load val) % cleaned up data data energy loss
new time12= (time12-time12(1))/1000; %time in sec, shifted to zero
B.5 Dynamic Hysteresis Fast Test Codes
B.5.1 Read Data and Energy Loss Calculation
%data anlysis software for hysterisis loops for spring/strings






% put your data file name here
% NOTE that the datafile name is expecting three columns of data, time,
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% displacement and load cell data in A/D counts
datafile = 'june26 kevlar fast data1 20cycles.txt'; % read data file. change as per string
data = load('june26 kevlar fast data1 20cycles.txt');
time = data(:,1); %time in mSec
displace = data(:,3); %displacement in counts
load = data(:,2); %load in A/d counts
time = time- time(1); %shift time to start at zero sec.
time = time/1000; % convert to seconds
delta t = (time(end)-time(1))/1000; %test time in sec
%---------CALIBRATIONS, which might need to change per data set
displace m = displace*0.0002 + 0.0002;
%load N = (load * 0.1638)- 15.27;














'please click on the diplacement curve the height of the zero crossings you want'
[x,y] = ginput(1);
line([time(1),time(end)],[y,y]);








% FILTER the force data using a moving window average




new time(i) = time(buffer+i);
new disp(i) = mean(displace m(i:i+5-1));
new force(i) = mean(load N(i:i+window-1));
end
new time = new time';
new disp = new disp';




%find all the diplacements greater than the clicked value
indexes = find(new disp > y);
keep ind(1) = indexes(1);
j=2;
%now go through all those indexes for those displacements greater than some
%value and find where there are big gaps in those indicies.
for (i=2:length(indexes)-1)
if (indexes(i+1)-indexes(i) > 1)
keep ind(j) = indexes(i);





plot(new time(keep ind),new disp(keep ind),'ro');
%now go through each of the kept indexes and swtich axes and interpolate
%to find the time when the data crosses the given axes.
for (i=1:length(keep ind))
time vect = new time(keep ind(i)-2:keep ind(i)+2);
disp vect = new disp(keep ind(i)-2:keep ind(i)+2);
force vect = new force(keep ind(i)-2:keep ind(i)+2);
plot(time vect,disp vect,'g+');
time interp(i) = interp1(disp vect,time vect,y);
disp interp(i) = y;




%pull out each cycle loop and plot it by itself, or split the vector into a
%bunch of vectors where each are a single cycle.
for (i=1:length(keep ind)/2)
i;
my cycle time = [time interp(2*i-1);new time(keep ind(2*i-1):keep ind(2*i+1)-1);time interp(2*i+1)];
my cycle disp = [disp interp(2*i-1);new disp(keep ind(2*i-1):keep ind(2*i+1)-1);disp interp(2*i+1)];
my cycle force = [force interp(2*i-1);new force(keep ind(2*i-1):keep ind(2*i+1)-1);force interp(2*i+1)];
figure(1);
plot(my cycle time,my cycle disp,'r+-')
%pause;
figure(10+i)
plot(my cycle disp,my cycle force);











cycle time = my cycle time(end)-my cycle time(1);
cycle time1(i) = my cycle time(end)-my cycle time(1)
energy loss per cycle = trapz(my cycle disp,my cycle force);
energy loss per cycle1(i)= trapz(my cycle disp,my cycle force)
end
%--------------------------------




























%calcute energy loss through the system
energy loss = trapz(new disp,new force)
B.5.2 Plotting Energy Loss For All Strings





cycletime kevlar = [1.04115559099770,1.01876608187135,1.02535476475279,0.952658171628566,1.02187294603629,1.07663090196756,0.972283625730995,0.962848889901521,0.901718361560466,0.923196045669730,1.19190377458799,1.06590909090909,1.01017523340515,0.994893549663633,0.948909408939015,1.00309177823946,1.00678870421668,1.11699202551835,1.06609090909091]
cycle number = [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19];
energyloss percycle kevlar = [0.00287787566160461,0.00723821155068333,0.0134401439640658,0.0139283356495252,0.0114495600769540,0.0153018369704588,-0.00282796002654433,0.00746871638938071,0.00617038184185836,0.00872996186044259,0.0118672507296801,-0.0176832560395533,-0.00597559973753655,0.00367344568161897,0.000703744920725908,0.0184053054337711,0.0128783778631624,0.0130858924058190,0.0102705428625479]
%SPECTRA data
cycletime spectra = [1.08219135802469,1.11069576719577,1.01523941798942,0.987490740740741,1.16150000000000,1.07072222222222,1.16561904761905,0.983606541606542,1.12400721500721,1.19572005772006,1.06133108866442,0.990956790123455,1.00352880658436,0.996582304526749,0.901000000000000,0.988224867724870,0.997904761904760,0.981185185185183,0.940428571428573]
energyloss percycle spectra = [0.0221036587176954,0.0176783791266314,0.0398668692832452,0.0212883600592594,0.0102413874197531,0.0133975367481481,0.0177576135894179,0.00209527015738341,0.00458727866166425,0.0163223918810967,0.00438649469479992,0.0105010779230455,0.0207366750262002,0.0183655035626885,0.0144348449962963,0.00666668425379204,0.0127539906462080,0.00703770423703689,0.00796941350476192]
%DACRON data
cycletime dacron = [1.15321530606703,1.10138961510530,1.03821782148975,1.04874121784648,1.02039346228820,0.957288499025340,1.06935380116959,0.951158802177858,1.01788235841593,1.14187626227372,1.08525314243463,0.993656165503362,1.04474803945347,1.09454331341173,1.06253846153846,0.984343454790825,1.02104651780968,1.00906049973418,1.02489493177388]
energyloss percycle dacron = [0.0900158259234285,0.130924303269346,0.0873346818403524,0.0954305468406220,0.0799295074503345,0.0834308757386138,0.100169815224828,0.0894146030480083,0.0983080831020559,0.0913835945752686,0.0929651384676494,0.0976090924382346,0.0962292004647567,0.0827679084664902,0.0764539313796341,0.0882361906745533,0.0790207854707230,0.0856324983785744,0.101204740759468]
%FISHINGLINE data
cycletime fishingline = [0.7791,1.0321,0.7939,0.9181,0.9992,1.0943,0.8464,0.9371,0.9488,1.2204,0.9256,1.0513,0.9483,0.9458,1.093,1.0626,1.1030,1.1757,1.0340];
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energyloss percycle fishingline = [0.0292,0.0735,0.0433,0.0406,0.0500,0.0440,0.0425,0.0427,0.0440,0.0346,0.0366,0.0368,0.0401,0.0342,0.0339,0.0363,0.0420,0.0439,0.0343];
% Cycle time v/s Energy loss per cycle plot for all strings
figure
plot(cycletime kevlar,energyloss percycle kevlar,'k*',cycletime spectra,energyloss percycle spectra,'kO',cycletime dacron,energyloss percycle dacron,'kˆ',cycletime fishingline,energyloss percycle fishingline,'k+')
title('Energy Loss [J] for every cycle for all strings','FontSize',14)
xlabel('Cycle Time [sec]','FontSize',14,...
'Color','k')








% Cycle number v/s Energy loss per cycle plot for all strings
figure
plot(cycle number,energyloss percycle kevlar,'k*',cycle number,energyloss percycle spectra,'kO',cycle number,energyloss percycle dacron,'kˆ',cycle number,energyloss percycle fishingline,'k+')
title('Energy Loss [J] for every cycle for all strings','FontSize',14)
xlabel('Cycle Number','FontSize',14,...
'Color','k')











The data acquisition system is programmed in Arduino. The code shown below is used to collect load and displacement data from the micro controller.
// Change these pin numbers to the pins connected to your encoder.
// Best Performance: both pins have interrupt capability
// Good Performance: only the first pin has interrupt capability
// Low Performance: neither pin has interrupt capability
#define encoder0PinA 2
#define encoder0PinB 3
int sensorPin = A1; //loadcell
int sensorValue = 0; //variable for loadcell
//volatile unsigned int encoder0Pos = 0;
int encoder0Pos = 0;























// look for a low-to-high on channel A
if (digitalRead(encoder0PinA) == HIGH) {
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// check channel B to see which way encoder is turning
if (digitalRead(encoder0PinB) == LOW) {
encoder0Pos = encoder0Pos + 1; // CW
}
else {
encoder0Pos = encoder0Pos - 1; // CCW
}
}
else // must be a high-to-low edge on channel A
{
// check channel B to see which way encoder is turning
if (digitalRead(encoder0PinB) == HIGH) {
encoder0Pos = encoder0Pos + 1; // CW
}
else {
encoder0Pos = encoder0Pos - 1; // CCW
}
}
// Serial.println (encoder0Pos, DEC);
// use for debugging - remember to comment out
}
void doEncoderB(){
// look for a low-to-high on channel B
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if (digitalRead(encoder0PinB) == HIGH) {
// check channel A to see which way encoder is turning
if (digitalRead(encoder0PinA) == HIGH) {
encoder0Pos = encoder0Pos + 1; // CW
}
else {
encoder0Pos = encoder0Pos - 1; // CCW
}
}
// Look for a high-to-low on channel B
else {
// check channel B to see which way encoder is turning
if (digitalRead(encoder0PinA) == LOW) {
encoder0Pos = encoder0Pos + 1; // CW
}
else {







Table D.1: Dynamic Hysteresis Test Bed Component Specifications
Components Vendor Part Number Description
Load Cell Phidgets 3133 0
0-5 kg capacity shear
force load cell
Encoder US Digital E-6 Optical Encoder
CPR 2500, PPR 10000
Bore 0.5 inch
Microcontroller Modern Device Bare Bones Board
Atmega 328 microcontroller
28 pin DIP Package
Bridge Amplifier
Logos






4-Speed Crank Axle Gearbox
and Electronics Typical Operating Voltage 3V




Kevlar McMaster Carr 8800K44
0.025 inches, 64 lb
100 yards
Spectra






Master 18 lb test, 100 yards
Fishingline
Shakespeare 18 lb test, 250 yards




The load cell is calibrated using standard weights from 0 gm to 2921 gm ??. The
The weights were hung from a string attached to the wheel. Another string tied to
the wheel and the spring is attached to the load cell. For each weight we collected
the data in the form A/d counts for 10 sec. For each weight the we calculated the
average of the data collected for 10 sec. This single number corresponds to the weight.
For example, for a weight of 1726 gm the corresponding A/D count is 196.9015. We
plotted the graph of weight versus the corresponding A/D counts. The graph gives
an equation which is used to calibrate all the data from the load cell. The equation
is as given below:
Loadnewton = (0.1638loadA/Dcounts)− 15.27; (E.1)
The Loadnewton represents the weight in newtons and the LoadA?Dcounts represents
Table E.1: Load Cell Calibration Data








Figure E.1: The figure shows a graph
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Just like the load cell the encoder too is calibrated using a standard scale. On the
string attached to the wheel, markings were made from 0 inch to 3 inches increasing
by 0.5 inch. We used the same procedure to calibrate the encoder as we did for the
load cell. Since the encoder counts data is directly proportional to the data in meters,
the graph of counts versus meters data is linear. The equation used for the encoder
calibration is as follows:
displacem = displacecounts ∗ 0.0002 + 0.0002; (F.1)
The displacem represents the distance by which the spring and string was displaced
in meters and the displacecounts represents the value of the displacement data in
counts.
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Figure F.1: The figure shows a graph
